# CT Protocols for Neuroradiology

- [http://xray.ufl.edu](http://xray.ufl.edu) --report any protocol site link problems to sjcard@ufl.edu

Orderables with IMG numbers on page 2

## Protocol with IMG Number

### Aquilion ONE 320 4D Broadbeam Volume Mode

- 12139 CTA Head Perfusion AqONE 320 without and with IV Contrast
- 12136 CTA Head Perfusion and Neck AqONE 320 without and with IV Contrast
- 12137 CTA Diamox Head Perfusion AqONE 320 without and with IV Contrast
- 14312 CTV Head AqONE 320 with IV Contrast
- 14311 CTV Head AQONE 320 without and with IV Contrast

### Aquilion 64 Helical Mode

- 12133 CTA Head without and with IV Contrast
- 12134 CTA Head and Neck without and with IV Contrast
- 12138 CTA Head Perfusion without and with IV Contrast
- 12135 CTA Head Perfusion and Neck without and with IV Contrast
- 12140 CTA Neck with IV Contrast

- 14264 CTA Stealth Head with IV Contrast
- 14026 Stealth Head with IV Contrast 14027 without IV Contrast 14293 without and with IV Contrast
- 14023 BRW/Radiosurgery/CRW without IV Contrast With IV Contrast 14024 without and with IV Contrast 14025
- 14061 Head Maxillofacial Image Fusion/Stealth without IV Contrast

- 14021 Head without IV Contrast
- 14019 Head with IV Contrast
- 14020 Head without and with IV Contrast
- 14018 Head Bony Detail without IV Contrast
- 14022 Trauma Head and Cervical Spine without IV Contrast

- 14030 Pituitary Gland/Sella with IV Contrast without IV Contrast 14031 without and with IV Contrast 15322
- 14072 Orbits with IV Contrast without IV Contrast 14073 without and with IV Contrast 15319

- 14028 Head and MaxFace and Complete Neck with IV Contrast without IV Contrast 14029

- 14055 Maxillofacial Detail with IV Contrast
- 14056 Maxillofacial without IV Contrast without and with IV Contrast 15321
- 14058 Maxillofacial Detail and Complete Neck with IV Contrast
- 14059 Maxillofacial Detail and Limited Neck with IV Contrast
- 14057 Maxillofacial Survey and Neck Survey with IV Contrast without IV Contrast 14060
- 14054 Mandible without IV Contrast with IV Contrast 14053

- 14063 Complete Neck with IV Contrast without IV Contrast 14065
- 14064 Extended Neck with IV Contrast
- 14066 Larynx/Hypopharynx Detail with IV Contrast without IV Contrast 14067
- 14069 Larynx/Trachea without IV Contrast with IV Contrast 14068
- 14070 Neck Parathyroid Three Phase with IV Contrast

- 14157 Temporal Bone without IV Contrast with IV Contrast 14158 without and with IV Contrast 14159
- 14256 Temporal Bone Complex Otalgia with IV Contrast
- 14257 Temporal Bone Complex Dynamic CTA Head with IV Contrast
- 14161 Temporal Bone and Complete Neck with IV Contrast without IV Contrast 14160 without and with IV Contrast 14162
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12025  CT Angio Head
12028  CT Angio Head Perfusion
12026  CT Angio Head and Neck
12027  CT Angio Head Perfusion and Neck
12029  CT Angio Neck
14263  CT Angio Head Stealth
12048  CT Head Stealth

12045  CT Head
12046  CT Head and C-Spine Trauma

12050  CT Head Pituitary Gland/Sella

12062  CT Orbits

12082  CT Temporal Bone and Neck
12081  CT Temporal Bone

12053  CT MaxFace
12055  CT MaxFace Stealth
12054  CT MaxFace and Neck
12049  CT Head and MaxFace and Neck

12056  CT Mandible

12058  CT Neck
12061  CT Neck Parathyroid
12060  CT Neck Larynx Trachea
12059  CT Neck Larynx/Hypopharynx